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About This Game

Svart Alfheim and the Accelerated World have begun to merge. In the midst of the chaos, Yui has gone missing. Kirito must
challenge the Seven Kings of pure color from the Accelerated World to gain access to her location. This version of the game

includes the DLC "Castaway From Another World".

RECRUIT YOUR FAVOURITE CHARACTERS among a large roster from the anime and novel series.
TAKE THE SKIES using your flying abilities, deploy magic and sword skills to perform outstanding aerial strikes!

DEFY GRAVITY with hyper jumping skill, accelerate your movement before giving a Coup de Grace!
UNITE FOR THE FIGHT in fierce online multiplayer featuring multiple modes supporting up to 4 players.
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Title: Accel World VS. Sword Art Online Deluxe Edition
Genre: RPG
Developer:
ARTDINK CORPORATION
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 Bit, Windows 8.1 64 Bit, Windows 8 64 Bit, Windows 7 64 Bit Service Pack 1

Processor: Core i5-4460 3.2GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX970 4G

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 sound device

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese
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BLADENET should be a slam dunk: it's SpyParty, but all the players are spies. It's like a multiplayer Hitman. I love cyberpunk.
All of these things should make this game an easy win for me. What went wrong?

Sadly, the game's current state is simply not good. It doesn't run too well (at least for me), but more importantly, the mechanics
at play here are unsatisfying. Maps feel dead and empty, despite being loaded with people. Everything comes with a level of
jank that is just a little to strong for my tastes; it simply doesn't feel good. Objectives are simply unclear, and accomplishing
them doesn't feel good.

Maybe BLADENET will get better. It's a good candidate for Early Access, but I simply cannot recommend it as a complete
product in it's current state, as swell as its potential is, when it simply does not give what it could. May refund; but will keep an
eye on the future of BLADENET.. If you liked 5 nights at Freddy`s, you will probably love this game. If you didn`t like it then
this will probably feel like trashy jump scare fest with awful controls.. I'd played this game before but do not recall how
annoying it was to move the objects around. You'd think you could simply highlight it and move it but no, you have to highlight
it then click the delete icon then replace it in order to move it that milimeter you wished to.. This is a physics puzzle and physics
works awkwardly. Unacceptable.. Well, let's say this game is super simple,
It is like those Life to Success games, but in hardmode and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 graphics.
To be Honest, this game doesn't worth $5.

nothing is unique of this game... features of the game is too much of a "copy cat" into the indie Life to Success type of games I
played with.
I'm keeping this as in "Waste of Time". hoi zwarte

wie dit leest is dom. I've only just tried this game, but I love it! Simple yet very entertaining: easy controls, easy to understand
how the game is played and quite intriguing. Best of all: it's free! Must have for VR enthousiasts, especially if you like
space\/strategy games!. I rate the game Vector Strain 3.5\/5. This game is pretty good, if you can get it for cheap like I did.

This is another late 1980's style vertical scrolling action-arcade style of game. Some call these kind of games "schmupps" or
something like that. Lots of enemies fly at you from the top of the screen and into the firepower of your ship which is usually
located near the bottom of the screen pointing ever upwards. This game is pretty good but extremely difficult, making making it
almost as frustrating as it is fun.

+Good graphics. The graphics in this game are fairly dark though and look oddly greasy and shiny making for a fairly
interesting and unique style. It is rainy in a couple of the stages but another stage is a desert and it still looks oddly greasy but
this game still looks pretty good.

+The controls are tight and responsive.
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+The enemies and stages are fairly inventive.

+There are 3 ships to choose from and 2 more which might be able to be unlocked in time (but one of those unlockable ships
requires you to be really, really great at this very difficult game as you would have to complete the game without using a single
'continue').

+\/- The music tends more towards the alternative or heavy metal style rather than the frenetic techno musical style which most
of these kind of games have. The music is somewhat catchy but the overall quality of both the sound and music is somewhat
muddy.

+\/-The game's menu can take some getting used to and is best navigated by mouse though the gameplay itself should be played
with a keyboard (I don't use a videogame controller so I don't know how well that works).

-This is a short game. There are only 5 stages.

-This is an extremely difficult and unforgiving game which could cause some major frustration, particularly if you try to
complete the nearly impossible and attempt to unlock all of this game's playable ships. The speed of the enemy projectiles is
extremely fast and they are numerous. The bosses are almost impossible to defeat without being destroyed multiple times. If you
are looking for a simple little action game which will provide a severe challenge, this game should do it for you, at least for a
while.

-The title of this game sounds like it might have something or other to do with viruses or disease but I can assure you that this
game has absolutely NOTHING to do with vectors (other than the angles at which enemies approach and fire at you) and strains
(other than the strain of trying to play it without getting your little ship blown to smithereens). This game appears to provide you
with no backstory whatsoever.. Bought this game for free content for 100% OJ
Accidently got a refund
Didn't even play it
rip me lmao
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It just feels messy and too much going on. if you like powerup race games then this is for you. race arcade meets my needs
better for just a simple overhead racing game with lots of players locally. i was also hoping for 8 player controller support, but
its 4 controllers that you share each side of it. \u2764 Audience \u2764
\u2611 Beginner
\u2610 Casual Gamer
\u2610 Normal Gamer
\u2610 Expert

\u263c Graphics \u263c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u266c Music \u266c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2620 Difficulty \u2620
\u2611 Easy
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Unfair

\u00a7 Bugs \u00a7
\u2610 Bugs destroy the game
\u2610 Lots of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing encountered

\u262f Story \u262f
\u2611 There is none
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2694 Gameplay \u2694
\u2610 Frustrating
\u2610 Sleepy
\u2610 Boring
\u2611 Fun
\u2610 Challenging

\u06de Game time \/ Length \u06de
\u2611 Really short (0 - 3 hours)
\u2610 Short (4 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
\u2610 Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
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\u2610 Very Long (61-100 hours)
\u2610 Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price \/ Quality $
\u2611 Full price
\u2611 Wait for Sale
\u2610 Don't buy
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Free. Most be the most entertainment compared to money spent on steam i ever had.

If you like reading a good story where you make the choices for the character this is for you. A great and relaxing rpg
experience.. Buggy in a way you can't finish it. Don't bother.. May the Chowd be with you.. A very compelling and down to
earth story. There's a bit of political discourse (LGBT, race, family issue) here and there, but a still enjoyable experience.. PRO
TIP: The crosshair of the mouse is where you are attacking. If it's not on the enemy when you attack, you will miss!

It's a very simplistic game but it's fun. I look forward to spending some time with it.

I hope there is a Verlies 3.. One of the most enjoyable 4x genre games I've ever played. Highly moddable too and worth the full
price. Definitely far more than worth the summer sale price
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